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Mitochondrial DNA was first successfully extracted from ancient remains

approximately 4 decades ago. Research into ancient DNA has been

revolutionized due to improvements in next-generation sequencing (NGS)

technology in the early 21st century, as well as advances in the field of

ancient DNA extraction and enhancement. In recent years, a large number

of paleogenomic data has shed light on the origin and evolution of humans, and

provided new insights into the migration and admixture events of populations,

as well as the spread of languages and technologies. As China is located in the

eastern part of Eurasia, it plays an integral role in exploration of the genetic

history of Eurasians throughout the history of modern human habitation. Here

we review recent progress deriving from paleogenomic analysis, which helps to

reconstruct the prehistory of China.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decades, the field of ancient DNA research has witnessed a revolution.

Many remarkable achievements have been made in regards to the reconstruction of the

history of humans (Pickrell and Reich, 2014; Parks et al., 2015; Slatkin and Racimo, 2016;

Marciniak and Perry, 2017; Skoglund and Mathieson, 2018; Yang and Fu, 2018; Racimo

et al., 2020; Bergström et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2022). Initially, ancient DNA

studies focused on highly variable and partially coding regions of mitochondrial DNA and

the informative single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) of the Y chromosome. After

2006, the introduction of NGS technology and the optimization of the methods on ancient

DNA extraction, library construction and DNA enrichment (Meyer and Kircher, 2010;

Kircher et al., 2011; Barnett and Larson, 2012; Dabney and Meyer, 2012; Carpenter et al.,

2013; Gansauge and Meyer, 2013; Korlević et al., 2015; Slon et al., 2017), enabled large

scale genome-wide ancient DNA investigations on prehistoric populations, which opened

new windows into the past. Paleogenomic study leads to a more comprehensive

understanding of patterns of human variation and mobility through time and space.

Genome-wide data from archaic human, such as Neanderthals and Denisovans, provides

direct insights into human evolution (Green et al., 2010; Reich et al., 2010; Fu et al., 2015;

Racimo et al., 2015; Prüfer et al., 2017; Slon et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020; Mafessoni et al.,
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2020; Hajdinjak et al., 2021). Large-scale studies of continental

populations on the scale of deeply sampled time transects can

offer direct evidence for the genetic origin of populations, and

enrich the details of human migration and interaction, both,

temporally and spatially (Olalde and Posth, 2020; Vicente and

Schlebusch, 2020; Zhang and Fu, 2020; Choin et al., 2021;

Willerslev and Meltzer, 2021).

Situated in the eastern part of Eurasia and connecting North,

Central and Southeast Asia, China serves as a vital area for the

reconstruction of human history of Asia. Its vast territory and

diverse topography was a cradle for a long history of human

settlement and thriving ancient civilizations. The origin and

evolutionary history of Chinese populations has been studied

extensively within different research fields, such as archaeology,

history, linguistics, anthropology, genetics, and more recently,

palaeogenomics. Although paleogenomic research in China was

launched relatively late, genome-wide data of ancient Chinese

populations has been accumulating rapidly in recent years. The

ancient DNA studies have provided valuable information on

demographic history in China and East Asia, and have been

pivotal in the efforts to better understand the formation and

evolution of Chinese civilization.

2 The origin of Chinese populations

The origins of anatomically modern humans (AMH) in

China and even East Asia have been debated at great length.

There are mainly two hypotheses: multi-regional hypothesis and

recent African origin hypothesis (Stringer and Andrews, 1988;

Wu, 2006). Evidences collected from fossils of ancient humans

unearthed in China support the multi-regional hypothesis, while

genetic studies agree with the recent out-of-Africa hypothesis

(Wu, 2006; López et al., 2015).

In 2017, Yang et al. sequenced the whole genome of a 40,000-

year-old individual uncovered from Tianyuan Cave near Beijing,

China (Yang et al., 2017). Yang et al.’s accomplishments marked

the first genome-wide analysis of early modern humans in China,

thus filling the sampling gap in time and space. Tianyuan

individual’s genome, possessed genetic characteristics similar

to the one of modern Asians, who carry approximately 4%–

5% Neanderthal DNA which is shared by Upper Paleolithic

Eurasians. Tianyuan individual has a relatively closer

relationship with present-day and ancient Asians than with

Europeans. However, the genetic connection between the

Tianyuan individual and the ancient European individuals of

the same period (GoyetQ116-1 and Bacho Kiro) was observed,

which may be related to the spread of Paleolithic Aurignacian

culture (Fu et al., 2016; Hajdinjak et al., 2021). The evidence from

genomic analysis showed that the Tianyuan individual was not a

direct ancestor of modern Chinese populations, indicating the

diversity of Asian populations 40,000 years ago. In addition, the

individual dating back about 33,000 years from the Amur region

(AR33K) shared similar genetic components with the Tianyuan

individual (Mao et al., 2021), which suggested that before the Last

Glacial period the Tianyuan-related population was widespread

in northern China.

3 Communication and integration of
regional Chinese populations

Early Chinese civilizations formed in multiple regions while

displaying a variety of characteristics, hence the diversity of

material cultures (Wu et al., 2018). There is a plethora of

topics on the genetic history of various cultural populations,

their exchanges and interactions with the surrounding

populations, as well as their influence on the formation of

modern populations which are widely discussed. Recent

paleogenomic studies have provided new insights into these

issues.

3.1 The northeast region of China

The northeast region of China geographically connects

North Asia and the Far East, including Liaoning, Jilin,

Heilongjiang provinces, and the southeastern part of Inner

Mongolia. This region has been populated since the

Paleolithic Age (Pitulko, 2001). The material cultures of this

area began to flourish in the Neolithic Age, and became one of the

cultural and dryland agricultural centers of northern China (Liu

et al., 2015). This region had a profound impact on the formation

and evolution of Chinese civilization, as well as on the

proliferation of agriculture in northern East Asia (Liu et al.,

2015). Recently, genome-wide data from the Amur and West-

Liao River regions aided researchers in the comprehension of the

dynamic demographic processes of this area in China (Ning et al.,

2020; Mao et al., 2021).

The Amur River (AR) region, adjacent to the Far East, is rich

in natural resources. As a result, fishing, hunting and animal

husbandry constitute the primary subsistence strategies in this

area (Kato, 2006). The demographic history in this region was

reconstructed through the genomic analysis of AR individuals

dated from the Paleolithic to the Iron Age (Ning et al., 2020; Mao

et al., 2021). Before the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM), the

population in AR (AR33k) had similar genetic profile with the

Tianyuan individual. While, at the end of the LGM, the genetic

makeup (AR19k) in this area changed, and the previously

widespread Tianyuan-related component may have been

replaced by modern East Asian component, reflecting a

genetic discontinuity from 33,000 to 19,000 years old (Mao

et al., 2021). When compared to the ancient southern coastal

populations of East Asia, AR19k has a closer genetic relationship

with those of the ancient coastal northerners (Mao et al., 2021).

Based on this observation, the genetic differences between the
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northern and southern East Asians had been formed about

19,000 years ago, nearly 10,000 years earlier than previously

reported potentialities. After the LGM, the populations in the

AR region showed a genetic continuity, and had the closest

genetic relationship with the Devil’s Gate cave population

(DevilsCave_N), Neolithic forager/farmers recovered from

Devil’s Gate cave in Far East (Sikora et al., 2019). In addition,

after 14ka, although the genetic components of the population

did not change, the local population size had increased, which

may be related to the advent of sedentary farming in the region

(Mao et al., 2021).

The West-Liao River region (WLR), an important area for

the early formation and development of Chinese civilization, is

one of the dryland millet agricultural centers in northern China

(Teng, 2013). The people in this region had lived primarily on

agriculture and fishing and hunting (Sun, 2015). In the middle of

the Neolithic Age, well-developed material culture, represented

by the Hongshan culture (6,500–5,000 BP), had expanded in this

and neighboring regions (Teng, 2017). Researches focusing on

the population origin in this area and its contacts with other

millet planting regions, such as Yellow River Basin, are crucial for

enlarging our knowledge on the broadcast of agriculture in

China. Unlike the demographic process in the AR region,

population dynamics in this area from the Middle Neolithic

Age to the Bronze Age can be characterized by a series of

interactions with surrounding populations (Ning et al., 2020).

The populations in this region carried a mixture of ancestries

from the Neolithic AR (AR_EN) and mid-Neolithic Yellow River

region (YR_MN), while the proportions of these two ancestries

varied with spatial and temporal scales. The mid-Neolithic

Haminmangha (HMMH) population in the northern extent of

the WLR, where neighbors the AR region, had more AR_EN

ancestral component than contemporaneous Hongshan

population from the southern part of WLR, while the late

Neolithic populations had more YR_MN ancestral component

than the mid-Neolithic ones. This variation of genetic makeup

reflected a northward migration of the Central Plain populations,

and a contact between populations from the two major dryland

agricultural centers in northern China. Genetic evidence inferred

that the pattern of agricultural diffusion in northern China may

be driven by population movements. As a consequence of

climatic changes during the Bronze Age, the region was no

longer suitable for millet cultivation, the subsistence strategy

transformed to nomadic pastoralism, accompanied with a

genetic shift of the incremental AR_EN ancestry component

(Jia et al., 2016).

3.2 The Central Plain of China

The Central Plain, with good natural conditions, is the cradle

of Chinese civilization. Complex societies emerged in this region

as early as 10,000 years ago, and the advent of agriculture can be

dated back to 8,700BP (Pang and Gao, 2006). The Yangshao and

Longshan cultures, representatives of the Neolithic cultures of the

Central Plain, are well-known for painted pottery (Wu, 2001).

Archaeological evidences revealed the interactions between the

Central Plain and surrounding regions (Shui, 2001). The genetic

profile of populations from the Neolithic Age to the Late Bronze/

Iron Age in Central Plain was similar, but the genetic

components from southern China and Southeast Asia (SC-

SEA) increased after the Late Neolithic Age, when rice

farming intensified in this region (Ning et al., 2020). The

correlation between the population’s genetic change and the

northward spread of rice farming technology from the

Yangtze River Basin, inferred a demic diffusion pattern of

agriculture in China. Compared with the ancient Central Plain

populations, the modern Han has more ancestral components in

common with SC-SEA, which may be a result of the continuous

northward migration of rice-based agricultural populations

during the formation of the Han. In addition, from the

Neolithic Age to the Iron Age, the populations carried

ancestral components similar with the Central Plain

population were widely distributed in the surrounding areas,

such as the upper Yellow River, Shaanxi, and Inner Mongolia,

indicating continuous genetic exchanges between the Central

Plain and the surrounding areas (Ning et al., 2020; Wang et al.,

2021a).

3.3 The northwest region of China

The northwest region of China is a pathway connecting the

East and the West, playing a vital role in cultural and population

exchanges. The genetic history of this region has been debated for

a long time.

Laying at a junction between East and Central Asia, Xinjiang

has a complex demographic history. Cultural exchanges and

population interactions between East and West Eurasia had

occurred in this region long before the opening of the Silk

Road (Shao, 2009; Damgaard et al., 2018). The peopling of

Xinjiang is a highly debated topic. Mainly two hypotheses

were proposed to explain the origins, the steppe hypothesis

and the oasis hypothesis. The steppe hypothesis posits that

the initial immigrants to Xinjiang were the Afanasievo-related

populations from the Altai region north of the Tarim Basin

(Mallory and Mair, 2000). In contrast, the oasis hypothesis

suggests that farmers from Bactria-Margiana Archaeological

Complex (BMAC) region arrived in the Tarim Basin during

the Bronze Age (Chen and Hiebert, 1995). In 2021, Zhang et al.

reported the findings from ancient DNA study conducted on the

mummies from the Xiaohe culture in the Tarim Basin (Zhang

et al., 2021). Supporting neither of the previous hypotheses, the

paleogenomic analysis of the Bronze Age Tarim Basin population

showed a local origin model. The genetic components of the

Tarim population were neither from steppe populations nor
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related to BMAC populations, but rather a mixture of ancient

North Eurasians (ANE) and ancient Northeastern Asians

(ANA). The date of this admixture event was estimated at

10,000–6,000 years ago. The ANE-related component,

currently best represented by the Tarim mummies, may have

been widespread in Eurasia during the Bronze Age and prior.

Although cultural exchanges occurred between Xiaohe and the

surrounding populations, Xiaohe population was genetically

isolated and maintained long-term genetic stability. Unlike the

Xiaohe population, the early populations from the Dzungarian

Basin derived a majority of their ancestral components from the

Afanasievo population, and additionally, from the local ANE

ancestry.

Subsequently, a genomic study of more than 200 ancient

individuals in Xinjiang also proved that the ancestral

components of the early Bronze Age populations in

northwestern Xinjiang derived not only from the local

populations, represented by the Xiaohe population, but also

from the Afanasievo, the Chemurchek, and the Shamanka

populations (Kumar et al., 2022). Frequent interactions and

admixtures between these populations during the Bronze Age

in Xinjiang and the surrounding regions, such as the western

steppe, Central Asia, and Northeast Asia, reflected a complex

genetic history of the Xinjiang populations. In the middle and

late Bronze Age, the ancestral component from the

Andronovo emerged in Xinjiang populations, and an

increasing influx of ancestry from East Asia was observed.

Compared to the Bronze Age populations, the Iron Age

populations presented high influxes of Central Asian and

East Asian ancestral components with more diverse origins,

including Han and Xiongnu. The genetic profile of the Iron

Age populations was still observed in historical and present-

day Xinjiang populations. The presence of the Saka

component in the Iron Age Xinjiang may be related to the

spread of the Indo-Iranian languages in Xinjiang (Bailey,

1970).

These genomic studies of Xinjiang aid in efforts to

comprehend the demographic history of the region and

further contribute to the literature on the transmission of

technology and language (Zhang et al., 2021; Kumar et al., 2022).

Located in the northwest, the middle and upper Yellow

River region is one of the important birthplaces of Chinese

civilization. Both archaeological and linguistic studies had

indicated that early populations in this region had a

substantial impact on the formation and development of

Sino-Tibetan populations (Van, 2005). The genetic analysis

of the genomes from a 5,000-year-old population in this

region (Wang et al., 2021a) revealed that the Neolithic

population in the Yellow River Basin once migrated to the

Tibetan and the Central Plain, likely broadcasting Sino-

Tibetan languages, and may be one of the common

ancestors of Sino-Tibetan speakers. The Iron Age

population in Taiwan derived their ancestry not only from

farmers residing in the Yangtze River Basin, but also from

FIGURE 1
PCA Analysis for ancient Chinese populations. The PCA was constructed from present-day Eurasians in the Human Origins dataset, and the
ancient individuals were projected onto the top PCs.
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ancient people habituated northern China (Wang et al.,

2021a). The trail of findings confirmed a southward

migration of the northern Chinese people. The genetic

composition of modern Han can be modeled as a mixture

of the ancestries from the Yellow River Basin and the Iron

Age Taiwan to varying degrees, which inferred the causes of

the genetic differences between the northern and

southern Han.

3.4 The coastal areas of China

The genetic patterns and divergent processes of the

northern and southern Chinese populations are important

to explore the deep population history of East Asia. To gain

insights from the genomic perspective, the researchers

collected Neolithic human remains spanning the coastal

areas of northern China (Shandong) and Inner Mongolia

(9,500–7,700 years ago), and the southern coastal areas

(12,000–500 years ago) (Yang et al., 2020; Wang et al.,

2021b). The genomic data indicated that the northern East

Asian ancestral component, represented by the Neolithic

Shandong individuals spread to the Yellow River Basin and

even northward to the eastern Siberian steppes at least

9,500 years ago, whereas the populations from the southern

coastal areas and Taiwan Strait island had the genetic

components of the southern East Asian ancestry,

represented by the Neolithic individuals from Fujian and

its adjacent islands 8,400 years ago (Yang et al., 2020).

These two genetic components separated into two distinct

genetic lineages. Over time, the genetic differences between

the northern and southern populations have gradually

narrowed, suggesting frequent population migration and

mixing between the north and the south since the

Neolithic Age.

The southern coastal region of China, bordering Southeast

Asia, has a long history of modern human occupation. It is a key

area for studying the origin and evolutionary history of modern

humans in eastern Eurasia and Oceania.

The paleogenomic analysis on the individuals from Fujian

and the surrounding areas, dated back to 9,000 to 8,000 years ago,

indicated that the southern ancestry was greatly reduced in the

current southern mainland populations (Yang et al., 2020; Wang

et al., 2021b). However, this ancestral component had significant

influence on the present-day Austronesians, and was closely

related to the Southeast Asian populations in the late

Neolithic period.

The genome-wide study conducted on the human remains

dating 10,686–294 years ago in Guangxi identified a

previously unsampled East Asian ancestry, Longlin

(10,686–10,439 cal BP, Guangxi ancestry), whose genetic

profile is different from the ancient southern ancestry

(Fujian ancestry) and the 8,000-year-old Hòabìnhian from

Southeast Asia (Wang et al., 2021b). The interaction between

populations carrying Fujian ancestry and Guangxi ancestry

occurred 9,000 years ago. The Guangxi ancestry persisted

until 6,400 BP in southern China. The admixture of

populations between southern China and Southeast Asia

occurred as early as 9,000–6,400 years ago, that is, before

introducing of the agricultural technology in the region.

4 Conclusion and perspectives

The observed 5 years-long rapid development of

paleogenomic research conducted in China has provided a

large amount of valuable information for tracing the origin

and demographic history of Chinese populations, for instance,

the genetic characteristics of the 40,000-year-old Tianyuan

individual and the widespread of this ancestry (Yang et al.,

2017; Mao et al., 2021). China has a vast territory and diverse

topography. The genetic landscape and the demographic events of

prehistoric populations differ regionally (Figure 1, Supplementary

Table S1). The northern and southern populations diverged as

early as 19,000 years ago and the genetic differences between them

reduced through time, indicating continuous population

interactions. Amur region experienced genetic shift at the end

of the LGM, and after that, this region exhibited long-term genetic

continuity. Genetic shift and population movement

accompanying with the spread of agriculture were observed in

West-Liao River region. Central Plain population expanded to

surrounding areas and their genetic components from SC-SEA

were increased through time. The dynamic pattern of Xinjiang

populations can be characterized by a series of admixture between

local ancestry, represented by early Xiaohe population, and

surrounding populations. The southern coastal region

experienced complex interaction between different genetic

ancetries before the introducing of farming.

However, our understanding of the history of Chinese

populations is far from complete. Numerous questions were

put forth, such as the direct ancestry of Chinese populations,

when and how the northern populations interact with the

southern ones, the genetic composition and the expansion of

the ancient farmers from the Yangtze River region, the origin and

evolution of the Tibetans, and so on. Although there has been

some accumulation of ancient genomic data, there is still a long

way to reconstruct the complex genetic process of the Chinese

people. In the future, with more paleogenomic data from

previous unsampled regions under time and space

transections, for instance, the central region of China, as well

as the advances in archeometry, linguistics, bioinformatics,

genomics and proteomics, multidisciplinary research can

provide us with extraordinary insights into the origin of

Chinese populations, the pattern of population migration and

interaction, as well as the adaptation to the environment

through time.
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